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         William Shakespeare

William Shakespeare was born in April 1564.He was an English play write poet and
actor he is widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English language and the
world's  greatest  the  dramatist  he  is  often  called  England's  National  poet  and  the
barrel see ever his extract works including collaborations consists some 39 plays 154
sonnets three long narrative poems and a few other versus sum of uncertain whether
his place have been translated into every major living language and are performed
more often than other playwright.his works continue to be studied and reinterpreted.
Shakespeare was born and raised in stratford-upon-avon Warwickshire. At the age of
18 he married Anne Hathaway with whom he had three children Susana and twins
ham nut and Judiet sometime between 15851 the 1592 he began a successful career in
London  as  an  actor  writer  and  part  owner  of  a  ply  company  called  the  lord
chamberlain's men.

•

• Later known as the kingsman at the age of 49 he appears to how he tried to Stratford
where he died three years later Shakespeare Shakespeare produced most of his non
works between 1589 and 21613 his early place where primary comedies and histories
and are regarded as some of the best works produced in this genres .He then wrote
mainly  tragedies  until  1608,among  them halmet  ,Romeo  and  Juliet  ,  Othello,king
Lear,and macbeth , all consider to be among the finest work in the English language.
In  the  last  phase  of  his  life  he  wrote  tragicomedies  also  known as  romances  and
collaborated with other playwrights.

•

• Many  of  Shakespeare's  plays  were  published  in  editions  of  varying  quality  and
accuracy in his lifetime. However in 16232 fellow actors and friends of Shakespeare's
John hemmings and Henry cancel published a more days and it was known as the first
folio ,a posthumous collected edition of Shakespeare's dramatic works that included
all but 2 of his plays it's prephase was a prescient poem by Ben Johnson that hailed
Shakespeare with the now famous epithet "not of an age ,but for all time" 

• Death:23 April 1616

 
ALEENA 
 
-                                                                                               
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IT QUIz
1). Which is the programming language exclusively used for artificial intelligence?

Ans: Prolog

2).Number of layers in the OSI (open system interconnection) model?     
          
 Ans: 7

3).Which company developed Mac operating system?

Ans:Apple

4).Which is the first fully supported 64 bit operating system?

Ans: Linux

5).In computer world Trojan refers to?

Ans: Malware

6).Which protocol is used to received email?

Ans: POP3

7).In which year '@' sign was first used and for its use in email address?

Ans:1972

8).A computer use which type of number system to calculate and to store data?

Ans: Binary                                                                                                    Thejaswini T Anu

9).Which key combination is used to minimise all open windows and
displays in the screen?
Ans:Windows key + D

10).Longhorn was the codename of?

Ans: Windows Vista
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IMPORTANTS OF EDUCATION

: Education teaches the ability to read and write. Reading and writing is the first step in Education.
Most information is done by writing. Hence, the lack of writing skill means missing out on a lot of
information. Consequently, Education makes people literate.

Above all, Education is extremely important for employment. It certainly is a great opportunity to
make a  decent  living.  This  is  due to  the  skills  of  a  high  paying job  that  Education  provides.
Uneducated people are probably at a huge disadvantage when it comes to jobs. It seems like many
poor people improve their lives with the help of Education.
 
The Importance of Education Education is an important issue in one’s life. It is the key to success
in the future and to have many opportunities in our life. Education has many advantages for people.
For instance, it  illuminates a person’s mind and thinking. It helps students to plan for work or
pursue a higher education while graduating from university.  Having education in an area helps
people think, feel, and behave in a way that contributes to their success, and improves not only
their  personal  satisfaction  but  also  their  community.  In  addition,  education  develops  human
personality, thoughts, dealing with others and prepares people for life experiences. It makes people
have a special status in their own society and everywhere they live in. I believe that everyone is
entitled to have education ‘’from cradle to grave’’. There are various benefits of having education
such as having a good career, having a good status in society, and having self-confidence. First of
all,  education gives us the chance of having a good career in our life.  We can have plenty of
chances to work at any workplace we wish. In other words, opportunities for a better employment
can be more and easy. The highly educated we are the better chance we get. Moreover, education
polishes our mind, reinforces our thoughts, and strengthens our character and behaviors toward
others. It equips us with information in various fields in general and our specialization in particular;
especially what we need to master in our job career. 
           
                            Therefore, without education we may not survive properly nor have a decent
profession. Furthermore, education grants us a good status in society. As educated people, we are
considered as a valuable source of knowledge for our society. Having education helps us teach
others  morals,  manners  and  ethics  in  our  society.  For  this  reason,  people  deal  with  us  in  a
considerable and special way for being productive and resourceful. In addition, education makes us
a role model in society when our people need us to guide them to the right way or when they want
to take a decision. Thus, it is an honor for us to serve our community and contribute towards its
advancement. In fact, being educated is an advantage to help our people and build a good society.
Besides, it is very well-known that having self-confidence is always generated from education. It is
a great blessing for us to have self-confidence which leads to many advantages and success in life.
For  example,  it  helps  us  manage  specific  tasks,  tackle  life’s  challenges  and  maintain  positive
stands. Additionally, having self-confidence is typically based on proper education; paving the path
for us to success. Accordingly, self-confidence makes us aware of how well we perform a task or a
range of actions. In short, being educated is undoubtedly being self-confident and successful in life.
All in all, education is the process of acquiring knowledge and information that lead to a successful
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future. As discussed above, there are a lot of positive traits of having education; such as having a
good career, having a good status in society, and having self-confidence. Education makes us view
obstacles as challenges to overcome with no fear; facing new things. It is the main factor behind
successful people and the merit  of developed countries.  Therefore,  education is  deemed a real
success behind any future success.                                                          

 

                                                                                                                                    Shreya sreeraj
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THREE KINGS AND THREE 
SISTERS IN THE SKY

Orion's Belt or the Belt of Orion,
also known as the Three Kings or
Three Sisters,[1] is an asterism in
the constellation Orion. It consists
of the three bright stars Alnitak,
Alnilam and Mintaka

ALNITAK

Alnitak (ζ Orionis) is a triple star system at the eastern end of 
Orion's belt and is 1,260 light-years from the Earth. Alnitak B 
is a 4th-magnitude B-type star which orbits Alnitak A every 
1,500 years. The primary (Alnitak A) is itself a close binary, 
comprising Alnitak  (a blue supergiant of spectral type O9.7 
Iand an apparent magnitude of 2.0) and Alnitak  (a blue dwarf 
of spectral type O9V and an apparent magnitude of about 4). 
Alnitak  is estimated as being up to 28 times as massive as 
the Sun, and to have a diameter 20 times greater. It is the 
brightest star of class O in the night sky. 

ALNILAM

Alnilam (ε Orionis) is a supergiant, approximately 2,000 light-
years away from Earth and magnitude 1.70. It is the 29th-
brightest star in the sky and the fourth-brightest in Orion. It is 
375,000 times more luminous than the Sun.[5] Its spectrum 
serves as one of the stable anchor points by which other stars
are classified.
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MINTAKA

Mintaka (δ Orionis) is 1,200 light-years away and shines with 
magnitude 2.21. Mintaka is 90,000 times more luminous than 
the Sun. Mintaka is a double star. The two stars orbit around 
each other every 5.73 days.[6]
                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                    - LEKSHMI SAGANA
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 LOST IN THE HISTORY 

     (prehistoric animals)

  

                Because the era known as prehistoric covers the hundreds of millions of years before the
first  humanlike  creatures,  existed,  most  prehistoric  animals  have  never  been  seen  by humans.
Prehistoric animals evolved in two ways. Early, very simple kinds of animals gradually changed
into new and more complex kinds; and the process of adaptation enabled some animals to survive
in all parts of the Earth.

          

            While some prehistoric animals died out completely, becoming extinct, the descendants of
others are still living on Earth. The best-known extinct animals are dinosaurs, huge animals that
disappeared about 65 million years ago. Sponges, corals, sea stars (starfish), snails, and clams—all
familiar creatures today—can be traced back 500 million years or more. Spiders originated almost
400 million years ago. Insects and sharks also have long histories

           

              Dinosaurs dominated the Earth for more than 150 million years and then vanished.
Scientists have many theories to explain this fact. Some say that when flowering plants appeared
on Earth about 200 million years ago, they increased the amount of oxygen in the atmosphere,
causing dinosaur breathing rates and heartbeats to increase to the extent that the creatures burned
themselves out. Other theorists suggest that the dinosaurs were poisoned by plants they ate. Still
others say that The huge animals began to die off after the Earth’s continents, which had originally
been a single landmass, broke apart, causing tremendous environmental changes, submerging huge
areas, and radically changing the climate. A more recent theory states that a giant meteor struck the
Earth, exploded, and filled the atmosphere with debris for many years. This debris darkened the
skies and blocked out the sunlight. The resulting lower temperatures on Earth caused the extinction
of many animals.

            

              Scientists have learned a great deal about prehistoric life by studying animal skeletons or
shells. At times they have found bones and pieced them together. Often the remains were petrified
(turned to a stony hardness) and discovered as fossils.

                        

 THE FIRST LAND ANIMALS 
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          At the beginning of the Devonian period, the Earth’s surface changed as the continents
drifted into new arrangements. Deep seas replaced shallow ones, and there was more dry land.
Early forms of plants were algae, lichens, and probably mosses.

By that time, the structure and habitats of fishes were changing. Some forms, 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9
meter) long, also lived in pools on land. Called crossopterygians, or lobe-fins, they had bony heads,
sharp teeth, and simple lungs as well as gills. If the pools were fouled by decaying vegetation, these
fish raised their heads to breathe air. If the pools dried up, the fish used their thick, short fins to
crawl over strips of land that still contained small pools of water. 

                Amphibians, the descendants of certain crawling fishes, developed legs from fins and
could move more easily. The first amphibians probably looked like salamanders, 3 to 4 feet (0.9 to
1.2 meters) in length, with sharp teeth and wide heads.

During the next 50 million years, plants and animals changed greatly. About 280 million years ago,
at the end of the Coal Age (Carboniferous, or Pennsylvanian, period), trees as much as 100 feet (30
meters) in height and 6 feet (1.8 meters) in diameter grew in swampy forests. Cockroaches grew 4
inches (10 centimeters) long, and dragonflies were enormous.

Labyrinthodonts also lived during the Coal Age. They were amphibians that may well have been
the ancestors of all land vertebrates (animals with spines), including human beings. Some had body
structures like…

                                                                                                                       -ADWAITH S
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 say no to tobacco for a safer
future

 The scope of the burden of disease and death that cigarette
smoking imposes on the public's health is extensive.
Cigarette smoking is the major focus of this chapter
because it is the central public health problem, but the
topics of secondhand smoke exposure, smoking of other
combustible tobacco products, smokeless tobacco, and
electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) are also
considered. The magnitude of the public health threat
posed by cigarette smoking stems from two factors: (1) the prevalence of cigarette 
smoking is so high, and (2) smoking causes so many deleterious health effects. A 
policy change that reduces the prevalence of cigarette smoking will result in a 
commensurate reduction in the population burden of disease and death caused by 
cigarette smoking. The associations between cigarette smoking and the adverse 
health effects caused by smoking are dose-dependent (HHS, 2014). Thus, a public 
health benefit would be realized if a policy change led to reduced exposure to 
cigarette smoke via means other than reducing the prevalence of smoking. For 
example, additional reduction in the population burden of smoking-caused disease 
and death will be generated if the policy also results in delayed initiation of cigarette 
smoking. The population health benefit from delayed initiation, although potentially 
large, will be less than the benefit from a commensurate reduction in smoking 
prevalence because delayed initiation is associated with reduced exposure to 
cigarette smoking rather than with the complete prevention of the exposure. A 
decrease in the prevalence of cigarette smoking will have additional downstream 
benefits by reducing the potential for nonsmokers to be exposed to secondhand 
tobacco smoke.

                                                                                   
krishnaveni B
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NEEDMORE,THEN,CONSERVE SOME......

Water  pollution  is  the  contamination  of  water
resources  by  substances  which  make  the  water
unusable  for  drinking  cooking  and  other
activities.pollutants  include  chemicals  trash  bacteria  and  other
parasites...All  form  of  pollutions  ivantually  make  their  way  to  water.
Water pollution has damaging effect on the environment humans plants
and animals pollution can occur if your business distarges substances to
surfacewater or ground water. Key causes of water polluted  spills or leaks
from oil  and  chemical  containers  realease  of  hot  water  spills  of  food
products if you pollute water u may commeting an offence surface water
and groundwater are protected by a number of licensing regimes. Make it
personal responsibility to save water. A drop of water is worth more than a
sack of gold for a thirsty man.so make every drop of water count. save
water.....

                                                                        SHREYA SREERAJ
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Advantages and disadvantage of mobile phone

.Advantages of mobile phone

Mobile phone make communication with our friends and family members
easy it is helpful for sending messages internet facilities can be accessed at
any  place  with  the  help  of  mobile  phone  online  shopping  and  mobile
banking is also done by mobile phone  

It help spotting location GPS

. for education purposes

.money making

.calculation

Disadvantages  of  mobile  phonethe  modern  world  of  science  and
technology, we all face different problems while using technologies. The
mobile phone is a product of science which has become very important for
us. Thus most of us use mobile phones like these are our friends, and that
causes  various  problems.  There  are  so  many  disadvantages  of  using
mobile  phones.  Constant  distraction,  social  disruption,  never-ending
workdays, ongoing expenses, cause of accidents, health problems, youth
crimes, etc. are some of the major disadvantages of using mobile phones.

.the  modern  world  of  science  and  technology,  we  all  face  different
problems while using technologies. The mobile phone is a product of
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 science which has become very important for us. Thus most of us use
mobile  phones  like  these  are  our  friends,  and  that  causes  various
problems.  There  are  so  many  disadvantages  of  using  mobile  phones.
Constant distraction,  social  disruption,  never-ending workdays,  ongoing
expenses, cause of accidents, health problems, youth crimes, etc. are some
of the major disadvantages of using mobile phones.     - DEVANANDHA
BIJU

                                                              

Value of time

Time is the most valuable things on the earth nothing can be compared
with it once it  goes never be back it always run only in forward direction
and not in the backward direction everything in wall depending on time
everything requires some time to get done
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most of the people value their money more than time it is time gives us
money properties and happiness however nothing in the world can give
time  Time is fast when you are late time is slow when you are sad time is
deadly when you are bored we can't  control  time and all  these are the
thinking of our mind so time is valuable

                                                                    Devanandha

                                                                            

 

DREAMS
Hold fast to dreams 

For if dreams die Life is a broken- winged bird 

that cannot fly hold fast to dreams

 For when dreams go 

Life is a barren field 
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frozen with snow

 

                                                                               Farzeena fathima

YOUR BEST

If you always try your best

 then you'll never have to wonder about what you could have done if you'd
summoned all your thunder

 And if your best was not as good As you hoped it would be 
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you still could say I gave today

All that I had in me

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Life is precious

 The gracefulness of a butterfly

 How gentle

 and fragile they seem

Gentle fluttering on a calm summers day, floating like a dream 

But sadly there time is over hardly before 

it's begun

So enjoy your special moment

 like a butterfly

 in the sun                       Aishwarya santhosh
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PAINTING

 THEJASWINI T ANU
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MATHEMATICS IN DAILY LIFE

 Mathematics is a deliberate utilization of issue. Moreover, the subject of Mathematics is
one of the main subjects of our life. Regardless of which field or calling you to have a place
with,  its  utilization  is  all  over.  That  is  the  reason  it  is  essential  to  have  a  decent
comprehension of the subject. Even though the essentials of mathematics start from school;
Envisioning our lives without it resembles a boat without a sail. You may be shocked to
realize  that  we  use  mathematics  consistently,  even  without  knowing  it.  From  dialing
numbers on the telephone to giving cash for making the installments, our reality is encircled
by mathematics. So let us see what sway this subject has made on our livesThis is where
various  mathematics  ideas  are  applied,  and  accordingly,  the  specialists  need to  have  a
decent  agreement  and  order  of  the  subject.  Taking  care  of  the  bank’s  exchanges  isn’t
straightforward, and you have to have some information on mathematics to keep up your
record, store and pull out cash, and so forth. On the off chance you wish to advance, you
have to consider the interest you should pay and the month to month premium you would
need to pay. The financial area is identified with maths; thus, even the clients should be
acquainted with it.This is where various mathematics ideas are applied, and accordingly, the
specialists need to have a decent agreement and order of the subject. Taking care of the
bank’s  exchanges  isn’t  straightforward,  and  you  have  to  have  some  information  on
mathematics to keep up your record, store and pull out cash, and so forth. On the off chance
you wish to advance, you have to consider the interest you should pay and the month to
month premium you would need to pay. The financial area is identified with maths; thus,
even the clients should be acquainted with it..

                                                                        AKHILA N ANAND
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  लता मगंेशकर

  लता मगंेशकर (28  सि�तबंर 1929 – 6  फ़रवरी 2022)    भारत की �ब�े लोकसि��रय

   और आदरणीय गासियका थी,ं        सि�नका छः दशकों का काय�काल उ�लसि!"यों �े भरा

              �ड़ा है। हालाँसिक लता �ी ने लगभग ती� �े ज्यादा भाषाओं में सिफ़ल्मी और गैर-

            सिफ़ल्मी गाने गाये हैं लेसिकन उनकी �हचान भारतीय सि�नेमा में एक �ार्श्वव�गासियका के

                    रू� में रही है। अ�नी बहन आशा भो�ंले के �ाथ लता �ी का सिफ़ल्मी गायन में �ब�े बड़ा योगदान रहा है।लता

            का �न्म एक कहा�डा ब�राह्मण दादा और गोमतंक मराठा दादी के �सिरवार में,        मध्य ��रदेश के इंदौर शहर में �ब�े

                  बड़ी बेटी के रू� में �संिडत दीनानाथ मगंेशकर के मध्यवग;य �सिरवार में हुआ। उनके सि�ता रगंमचं एल�ी के

             कलाकार और गायक थे। इनके �सिरवार �े भाई हृदयनाथ मगंेशकर और बहनों उषा मगंेशकर,   मीना मगंेशकर

            और आशा भो�ंले �भी ने �गंीत को ही अ�नी आ�ीसिवका के सिलये चनुा।

                   हालाँसिक लता का �न्म इंदौर में हुआ था लसेिकन उनकी �रवसिरश महाराष्ट�र मे हुई। वह बच�न �े ही गायक

                   बनना चाहती थी।ं बच�न में कुन्दन लाल �हगल की एक सिफ़ल्म चडंीदा� देखकर उन्होने कहा था सिक वो बड़ी

                  होकर �हगल �े शादी करेगी। �हली बार लता ने व�तं �ोगलकेर द्वारा सिनदBसिशत एक सिफ़ल्म कीत; ह�ाल के

                    सिलये गाया। उनके सि�ता नही ं चाहते थे सिक लता सिफ़ल्मों के सिलये गाये इ�सिलये इ� गाने को सिफ़ल्म �े सिनकाल

          सिदया गया। लेसिकन उ�की ��रसितभा �े व�तं �ोगलेकर काफी ��रभासिवत हुये।

     सि�ता की मतृ्य ु के बाद (       �ब लता सि�फ़� तेरह �ाल की थी)ं,          लता को �ै�ों की बहुत सिकल्लत झेलनी �ड़ी और

                  काफी �घंष� करना �ड़ा। उन्हें असिभनय बहुत ��दं नही ं था लसेिकन सि�ता की अ�ामसियक मतृ्य ु की कारण �े �ै�ों

                   के सिलये उन्हें कुछ सिहन्दी और मराठी सिफल्मों में काम करना �ड़ा। असिभनेत�री के रू� में उनकी �हली सिफल्म

  �ासिहली मगंलागौर (1942) रही,             सि��में उन्होनंे स्नेह��रभा ��र"ान की छोटी बहन की भसूिमका सिनभाई। बाद में

      उन्होनंे कई सिफ़ल्मों में असिभनय सिकया सि�नमें,  माझे बाल,   सिचमकुला ��ंार (1943),  ग�भाऊ (1944),   बड़ी माँ
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(1945),   �ीवन यात�रा (1946),  माँद (1948),   छत�र�सित सिशवा�ी (1952)        शासिमल थी। बड़ी माँ में लता ने

                  नरू�हाँ के �ाथ असिभनय सिकया और उ�के छोटी बहन की भसूिमका सिनभाई आशा भो�ंले ने। उन्होनंे खदु की

            भसूिमका के सिलये गाने भी गाये और आशा के सिलये �ार्श्वव�गायन सिकया। 1947       में व�तं �ोगलेकर ने अ�नी सिफ़ल्म

                      आ�की �वेा में में लता को गाने का मौका सिदया। इ� सिफ़ल्म के गानों �े लता की खबू चचा� हुई। इ�के बाद लता

     ने मज़बरू सिफ़ल्म के गानों "    अंग�रे�ी छोरा चला गया"  और "            सिदल मेरा तोड़ा हाय मझुे कही ं का न छोड़ा तेरे प्यार

ने"                    �ै�े गानों �े अ�नी सिस्थती �दुढृ की। हालाँसिक इ�के बावज़दू लता को उ� खा� सिहट की अभी भी तलाश

थी।

1949       में लता को ऐ�ा मौका सिफ़ल्म "महल"  के "  आयेगा आनेवाला"          गीत �े सिमला। इ� गीत को उ� �मय की

                 �ब�े खबू�रूत और चसिच�त असिभनेत�री म"बुाला �र सिफ़ल्माया गया था। यह सिफ़ल्म अत्यतं �फल रही थी और

                  लता तथा म"बुाला दोनों के सिलये बहुत शभु �ासिबत हुई। इ�के बाद लता ने कभी �ीछे मडु़कर नही ं देखा।

                                                                   KRISHNAVENI B
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THE WORLD OF MUSIC

Music is like a universal language of life. It is basically the sound that is brought together 
through the harmony of various instruments. Our life would have been totally empty and 
different without music. It is something that every human being enjoys. It is a very 
powerful thing. Music helps to destress, heal, and motivate.If you are looking for a short 
essay on music, then take a look at the short essay given in the following. This is created by
the in-house exports of Vedantu keeping the understanding ability of the students. Those 
who are looking for references can look up to this following essay. It will be easy to figure 
out the pattern of how to write an essay on music. One can also download the Vedantu app 
to get access to the same file.Music Essay for Students“Without music, life will be a 
mistake” the statement of Friedrich Nietzsche, a German philosopher, simplified the 
importance of music in one’s life so easily. Music has a magical impact on humans. It's the 
best form of magic. The origin of the word ‘music’ is the Greek word ‘mousike’ which 
means ‘art of muses’. Music is a form of art and artists decorate it. The music consists of 
lesser words with deeper meanings. Frequently people use music as a painkiller to escape 
from the pain of life.  ‘Musical Notations’ is the leading form to write music. This provides 
a reference to an artist so he can share with others if necessary. Music is a mood freshener 
and accompanies us in our pocket devices, on televisions, movies, and the most effective in 
live concerts.Different forms of music have different effects on human nature. Music is the 
greatest creation of mankind in the course of history. A combination of deem lights and 
calm music encourages the listener to eat less and enjoy the food more. Listening to music 
positively in a car influences one’s mood leads to safer behaviour and fewer road rages 
ultimately minimising accidental destructions.If the students love the music, it helps them 
in recalling the information more significantly along with improvement in verbal 
intelligence. The studies have found that listening to favourite songs helps fibromyalgia 
patients to experience less chronic pain. Music has a direct effect on our hormonal levels. 
Listening to music decreases the level of the hormone cortisol in our body and counteracts 
the effect of chronic stress.The heart-touching music is nothing but creativity with the 
purest and undiluted form. The combination of vocal or instrumental sounds in such a way 
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that it produces beauty and expresses emotions. Anyone can make their day by enjoying 
music by listening or by composting or by playing. The global facts say parents intensively 
use music to soothe children even to interact. Music touches the heart through the ears. It 
has divine power to act as an energy booster. Some music assists in motivation while some 
play the best role in sympathy. Music helps us to fight insomnia. Listening to classical or 
relaxing music, just before going to bed, improves one’s sleep.Though music helps to 
counteract depression and loneliness, people underestimate the impact of music on the 
human mindset in the age of irony age. On the other side of the coin, there are some types 
of music that can result in deleterious effects on the human mind and body. Listening to 
music with high decibels can damage neurons. The effect on the brain subjected to 
continuous exposure to electronic amplification of rhythmic music is similar to that of 
drugs.

                                                      

                                                                                                               GOWRI SUBHASH

Maths Quiz
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1 Who is the father of mathematics?

     Archimedes

2 Who invented math?

      Pythagoreans

3 Which country invented mathematics?

      Greece

4 Who is the father of mathematics in India?

      Aryabhatta

5 What is Ramanujan's number?

      1729

6 Who first describesthe value of Pi?

      Euclid

7 Who was the first to use the Greek letter pi to denote the constant?

      William Jones

8 Who is the first Indian woman mathematician?

     Shakunthala Devi

9 Which day is celebrated as national mathematics day?

     December 22

10 The longest side of a right angled triangle is called?

       Hypotenuse

                                                                                       -DEVIKA 

Friendship 
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Friendship is a priceless gift 

that cannot be brought or sold

 but its value is far greater

 than a mountain of gold

 for gold  is cold and lifeless

 if can neither see nor hear 

and in the time of trouble 

it is  powerless to cheer 

it has no ears to listen 

no hear to understand

 it cannot bring you comfort 

or reached out a helping hand 

so when you feel down and need a lift 

one of the best think to make amendments 

 isn't diamond,pearl or ruby

 but the love of real friend                                              PALLAVI S NAIR

 KERALA DISASTERS

‘Kerela disaster relief-rise of the sons of the sea as 
superheroes in the ocean of humanity’
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            During the flood time the whole world witnessed the 
heroic efforts of the sons of the sea.They rescued many lives 
no other companies could do much when the flood affected 
people asking help.The ability to ride boats,the swimming 
skill,the knowledge about flow of water and insdide are 
etc...enabled the fisherman to rise to the occassion.They did 
not e4arn anything from anyone.The empathy in them for the 
brothers and sisters indistress made them forget their 
worries.They could save many domestic animals and many 
people.They took them all to safe centres.They were the real 
superheroes.The whole people of Kerela are indebted to 
them.Their effort will be remembered by the people.They take
a space everyones heart.

                                                                                                       
ARCHANA JAYAN

ALWAYS SHARE

           John was a selfish boy.He never shared his toys with anyone.His parents 
were worried as how to teach him about kindness and sharing.Then one day,John 
was returning from school on his new bicycle. As John was watching,a boy fell into
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a ditch and hurt himself.The boy cried, “ah! can’t move my arm”. John would 
never help anyone but that day,he felt sad for the boy.so,he rushed to him and 
helped him stand up.He said to the boy, “looks like you have fractured your 
hand.Sit behind me and I’ll ride you to the hospital”.Later,that evening, the boy’s 
parents visited John and thanked him, “you are a very kind boy.God will always 
bless you”. After they had left, John’s father said, “son, see the blessings you 
received by being kind and sharing.”John understood the importance of being kind 
and decides to share always. “sharing is the best moral value”.

                             ANNMARY THOMAS
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         THANK YOU  
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